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Algorithmic Bias: on the implicit biases of social technology
On March 23, 2016, Microsoft released Tay, an artificial intelligence (AI) Twitter chatbot
intended to interact with other Twitter users and mimic the language patterns of a 19-year-old
American girl. Tay operated by learning from the language patterns of human Twitter users with
whom it interacted. Within 16 hours of its launch, Tay had authored a number of tweets endorsing
Nazi ideology and harassing other Twitter users. When asked about how Tay developed such a
noxious personality, Microsoft responded “As [Tay] learns, some of its responses are inappropriate
and indicative of the types of interactions some people are having with it.”1 In other words, Tay’s
personality was inherited from the individuals with whom it was engaging.
Tay’s story highlights an obstacle facing developers of machine learning programs: implicit
algorithmic bias. An AI like Tay, which uses machine learning to capitalize on (or “learn” from)
statistical regularities in human-generated data-sets, tends to pick up on social patterns that manifest
in human behavior and that are reflected in the data on which it is trained. In cases like Tay’s, we
have reason to suspect that programmers are not explicitly writing biases toward marginalized
demographics into their software’s code.2 Instead, the biases appear to implicitly emerge from the
algorithms’ operating on the data, mimicking the biases reflected in the data themselves. This
possibility raises troubling questions about the relationship between algorithmic and cognitive biases,
as well as their relationship to overarching structural and systemic biases.
This paper explores the relationship between algorithmic and cognitive biases and argues
that they are of the same basic kind. I begin by presenting cases where algorithmic biases mimic
patterns of human implicit bias. As a clear example, consider a study by Caliskan et al. (2017) on
word-embedding machine learning.3 This study found that parsing software trained on a dataset of
840 billion words collected by crawling the internet resulted in the program producing “human-like
semantic biases” that replicated well-known trends in human implicit bias tests. These biases
included the tendency to more often pair stereotypical female names with family words than career
terms, stereotypical African-American names with unpleasant words rather than pleasant words, and
stereotypical male names with science and math terms rather than art terms. On this result, coauthor Arvind Narayanan writes, “natural language necessarily contains human biases, and the
paradigm of training machine learning on language corpora means that AI will inevitably imbibe
these biases as well.”4
Because algorithmic biases don’t utilize explicitly represented bias rules, cases such as Tay’s
are not naturally accommodated by extant models of implicit cognitive bias, which either fail to fully
consider or mischaracterize biases whose components are not explicitly represented. In contrast, the
functional model of implicit bias that I develop in previous work accommodates both
representational and non-representational biases. In this paper, I argue that my functional model has
two advantages over these other accounts.
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First, models of implicit bias take human cognitive bias as the paradigmatic case; but, it may
turn out that some human cognitive bias is, like Tay’s algorithmic bias, non-representational.5 To
motivate this possibility, I demonstrate the point using a simple toy model of the k-nearest
neighbors (KNN) learning algorithm which serves as a proof of concept: some algorithms operate
as if they contain explicit reference to stereotypes even when in fact they don’t. Next, I argue that the
same may apply to human implicit bias, i.e., some cognitive biases influence an individual’s beliefs
about and actions toward other people, but are, nevertheless, nowhere represented in that
individual’s cognitive repertoire. I call these truly implicit biases. I then demonstrate how the
aforementioned functional model of implicit bias can be straightforwardly extended to handle both
cases of non-represented biases.
Second, my functional account defines implicit bias in terms of propositional inputs and
outputs (represented in the algorithmic case as combinations of objects, feature-values, and class
labels), and so has the advantage of allowing for robust predictive and explanatory exchange
between the algorithmic and cognitive domains, independent of whether the biases of these
domains are representational.6 I conclude by using the comparison of these two cases to
demonstrate one plausible explanation for why human implicit biases resist revision. In cases of
algorithmic biases, programmers have long struggled with the difficulty of eliminating biases that are
based on so-called ‘proxy attributes’. These are seemingly innocuous attribute labels that correlate
with socially sensitive attributes, serving as proxies for the socially-sensitive attributes themselves.
For example, in the historic cases of discriminatory redlining, zip codes were used as proxies for
race. Crucially, the effects of these proxy attributes tend to resist any overt filtering techniques.
Eliminating any explicit references to race in a program’s code will not ameliorate the harms it
causes since the program can simply substitute a proxy attribute in place of race, resulting in similar
discriminatory effects. Likewise, one might think that human implicit biases similarly resist revision
since most attempts to revise them focus on overt, socially-sensitive attributes rather than potential
proxy attributes. Better understanding of these attempts to identify the operation of proxy attributes
in the algorithmic case will plausibly lend to a better understanding of mitigation techniques for
human implicit biases. An account of implicit bias on which both algorithmic bias and human
cognitive bias are of the same basic kind anticipates and facilitates the fruitfulness of these
comparisons.
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